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Since the 1980s, Knowledge-Based Engineering (KBE) technology has been used to
capture and automate design and engineering in industries such as aircraft and automobiles.
The fundamental properties of a KBE system include automatic caching and dependency
tracking for scalable runtime performance of large models, minimal source code volume,
and efficient model development and debugging.

The GDL platform from Genworks International represents a “next generation” KBE
toolkit, providing all the benefits that matter from the legacy “pioneer” systems, as well
as the broader benefits of: Portable web-based development and runtime environments;
compatibility with contemporary CAD and other data exchange formats; independence
from proprietary CAD systems; and robust underlying commercial components (Allegro
CL and SMLib surface/solid modeling).

This paper will provide an overview of the fundamental features of KBE, using GDL as
a concrete modern example, and explore a sample GDL application which models airfoil
shapes for use in aircraft and wind turbine design.

I. Introduction

I.A. Definition

Knowledge-based Engineering (KBE) may be described as “engineering on the basis of electronic knowledge
models.”1

The early off-the-shelf KBE systems resulted from the synthesis of formal KB-style modeling languages
with the core geometry algorithms of Computer-aided Design (CAD) systems.

Today, a state-of-the-art KBE system will provide the user with a modeling language which is functional,
declarative, object-oriented, and typically will be embedded in a standardized Lispa dialect, such as the
Common Lisp Object System (CLOS)b.

KBE can therefore be defined2 as the use of dedicated software language tools (i.e. KBE systems) in
order to capture and reuse product and process engineering knowledge in a convenient and maintainable
fashion. This knowledge includes, but is by no means limited to, the programmed “recipes” for producing
detailed surface and solid geometry related to the products and processes.

The ultimate objective of KBE is to reduce the time and cost of product development by:

• In particular, automating repetitive, non-creative design tasks. This is achieved by Instantiating (cre-
ating particular manifestations of) the KBE models, and using them to generate output such as 2D
and 3D geometry, typeset reports, and other arbitrary computed datasets.

∗Head, Product Development, david.cooper@genworks.com, AIAA Member.
†Ph.D. Student, Aerospace Engineering, Kluyverweg 1, 2629HS Delft, The Netherlands, AIAA Member.
aLisp, or “List Processing,” programs can manipulate source code as a native data structure, giving rise to macroexpansion

capabilities (“macro” systems) that allow tool developers to create new syntax or even new Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs)
which still retain all the features of the base Lisp (i.e. supersets of the Lisp). In this way macros and macro-based DSLs can
and have been developed, to provide users with extremely powerful, and above all user-friendly, language constructs to use as
tools for representing KBE models.

bANSI standard X3.226-1994
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• In general, the support of multidisciplinary integration in the conceptual phase of the design process
and beyond. This is achieved by integrating any number of analysis tools (e.g. CAE) with the core
KBE model instances.

It is crucial in the above paradigm that the modeling language be concise, convenient for a human to
read and write, and conducive to very long life cycles (information longevity).

I.B. The Early Promise of KBE

For roughly 20 years, KBE has been applied to challenging design and engineering problems, mainly in very
capital-intensive industries such as automotive, civil engineering and, especially, aerospace. A prototype
success story for KBE has been a long-running and highly productive application at the Boeing Company
for generating the geometry of thousands of stringer clips fitted and shaped for precise locations in an aircraft
fuselage.3

However, in practice, the early promise of KBE has not been generally realized in those 20 years, except
in the esoteric high-end niches. The reality is that fully generative KBE has “missed” becoming mainstream,
even in the Aerospace community where it had its early impact, let alone in the industries that are less
cutting-edge in their use of design automation.

I.C. That Early Promise now Converges with 2007 Technology

KBE was originally a tool for the research laboratories of deep-pocketed companies. [In the early years
of KBE, companies such as ICAD and Wisdom Systems developed large-footprint, high-price-tag KBE
development systems, originally on special-purpose “AI” hardware such as Symbolics Lisp machines. The
combination of extremely high price tags (hundreds of thousands of US$ for a single seat of hardware and
software) and relatively esoteric Lisp-based modeling languages, acted as barriers to a widespread embrace
of the technology. Furthermore, these early systems were very much geared toward expert developers (the
Symbolics Lisp Machine is still regarded by some as the most advanced development environment which has
ever existed), and not so much toward ease of use by relatively casual end-users.]

But — and this “but” is the crux of this paper’s message — with the advances in computer technology,
a number of factors have converged which now enable KBE to blend increasingly into that mainstream use.
To be more specific:

1. ISVs have entered the stage with robust KBE development suites at approachable cost levels. The
Genworks offering, for example, is representative in the light of decades of legacy KBE “lessons learned,”
and because it is based on mature, ANSI standard Common Lisp implementations (more on this later).

2. Fast, inexpensive computers, with ample memory resources to handle ever-larger model definitions and
instantiations, have become commodity items.

3. The World Wide Web and associated standards such as HTML, XML, and X3D provide for cross-
platform, royalty-free application deployment across an enterprise or across the globe.

I.D. Now KBE can be Complementary to Traditional CAD Systems

It is important to realize that KBE is a wide-spectrum general-purpose programming and geometry modeling
concept, as opposed to being merely a sophisticated drafting tool. Historically there has been ambiguity
and controversy regarding the role of KBE with respect to its interaction with traditional CAD systems.
Whatever the past confusion of roles, the reality of the engineering and design workplace today is that they
are largely CAD-based. Drumbeats such as “CAD the Master” were widely popular in the 1990’s, and to a
large extent, still are.

Consequently, to be successful in the current marketplace, state-of-the-art KBE technology must com-
plement the existing CAD systems, just as it must complement existing Database systems (e.g. Oracle,
MySQL), delivery mechanisms (e.g. webservers and web browsers), and typesetting formats (e.g. PDF). For
example, Genworks GDL accomplishes this through the use of a geometry kernel library which contains full
support for all the standard CAD formatsc.

cGDL uses SMLib from Solid Modeling Solutions, http://www.smlib.com
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II. The Intrinsic Features of KBE

The following five important “lowest common denominator” features are intrinsic in any generative KBE
system:

Functional Coding Style: programs return values, rather than modifying things in memory or in the
model.

Declarative Coding Style: there is no “begin” or “end” to a KBE model – only a description of the
items to be modeled.

Runtime Value Caching and Dependency Tracking: the system computes and memorizes those
things which are required – and only those things which are required (no more, no less).

Dynamic Data Types: Slot values and object types do not have to be specified ahead of time. They
are inferred automatically at runtime from the instantiated data. Their datatypes can also change
at runtime. In fact, the entire structure and topology of a model tree can change, depending on the
inputs.

Automatic Memory Management: When an object or piece of data is no longer accessible to the
system, the runtime environment automatically reclaims its memory.

A number of these features, notably Functional style, Dynamic Datatypes, and Automatic Memory
Management, have become popular in fashionable programming languages of today. Ironically, Lisp and its
derived KBE languages have possessed these capabilities for over 20 years.

Here are some examples of how one KBE tool, GDL, provides these features:

II.A. Functional Coding Style

“Functional Programming is a programming paradigm that treats computation as the evaluation of mathe-
matical functions and avoids state and mutable data.”4 In the following code (see Appendix B for a general
overview of the language syntax used here)d:

(define-object wind-turbine-blade (base-object)

:input-slots

((data-directory *data-pathname*)

(input-data-file

(make-pathname :directory (pathname-directory (the data-directory))

:name "inputs" :type "dat"))

(input-data-list (with-open-file (in (the input-data-file)) (read in)))

(fit-tolerance 0.00001 :settable)

(airfoil-data (getf (the input-data-list) :airfoil))

(chord-data (getf (the input-data-list) :chord))

(twist-data (getf (the input-data-list) :twist))))

The airfoil-data, chord-data, and twist-data slots are computed from the input-data-list. Nowhere
does one procedurally “set” these slots to their values; one simply specifies the function to be used for com-
puting the values, and the computation will happen when demanded.

dAlso see the GDL Tutorial and GDL Language Reference (bundled with the free trial software download) for a detailed
description of the GDL language.
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II.B. Declarative Coding Style

The following code example is equivalent to the preceding one in effect. There is a difference, however:

(define-object wind-turbine-blade (base-object)

:input-slots ((data-directory *data-pathname*)

(input-data-file

(make-pathname :directory (pathname-directory (the data-directory))

:name "inputs" :type "dat"))

(fit-tolerance .00001 :settable)

(airfoil-data (getf (the input-data-list) :airfoil))

(chord-data (getf (the input-data-list) :chord))

(twist-data (getf (the input-data-list) :twist))

(input-data-list (with-open-file (in (the input-data-file)) (read in)))))

The difference, of course, is that the input-slots are not listed in the same order. In this case, input-data-list
has been listed last, and even though the slots above it depend on it, there will not be a problem. As op-
posed to a procedural computer program with a “begin” and “end,” this declarative representation shows
itself throughout the language.

II.C. Runtime Value Caching, Dependency Tracking

Caching is the facility whereby a KB system “learns” as it runs. It will compute the values for slots based
on their formulas, and hold them in memory, to be returned instantly when next demanded. Consider the
following:

(define-object caching-example (base-object)

:input-slots ((data-directory *data-pathname*)

(points-file (make-pathname :directory (pathname-directory (the data-directory))

:name "sample-points" :type "dat"))

(fit-points-list (read-points (the points-file)))

(fit-tolerance .00001 :settable))

:objects ((profile :type ’fitted-curve

:points (the fit-points-list)

:interpolant? nil

:tolerance (the fit-tolerance))))

;;

;; Command-line interaction:

;;

wind(21): (setq self (make-object ’caching-example))

#<caching-example @ #x730c739a>

wind(22): (the profile total-length)

Trying knot reduction...

2.260031710250469

wind(23): (the profile total-length)

2.260031710250469

wind(24): (the (set-slot! :fit-tolerance 0.001))

nil

wind(25): (the profile total-length)

Trying knot reduction...
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2.2600186434479066

wind(26):

From the above command-line interaction (each command preceded by the wind(n) prompt), one can
see that the fitted-curve is computed the first time it is demanded, but not thereafter (when it is being
computed, the “Trying knot reduction” status message is printed to the console – the next time, this
message does not appear). This is“caching.”

Also as seen in the last part of the above interaction, if a value upon which the curve depends is changed
(e.g. the fit-tolerance), then the system knows to recompute the value the next time it is demanded. This
is “dependency tracking.”

II.D. Dynamic Data Types

“The advantage of dynamic data typing is more flexibility and less work for the programmer.”5 Sometimes
it is not possible to know the type of a slot value or an object until runtime of an application. In fact, it is
often the case that slot values or objects will change type dynamically during the runtime modification of a
KBE model. Consider the following example:

(define-object dynamic-typing-example (base-object)

:input-slots ((data-directory *data-pathname*)

(points-file (make-pathname :directory (pathname-directory (the data-directory))

:name "sample-points" :type "dat"))

(fit-points-list (read-points (the points-file)))

(fit-tolerance .00001 :settable)

(circle-radius 3 :settable)

(profile-type ’fitted-curve))

:objects ((profile :type (the profile-type)

:radius (the circle-radius)

:points (the fit-points-list)

:interpolant? nil

:tolerance (the fit-tolerance))))

;;

;; Command-line interaction:

;;

wind(37): (setq self (make-object ’dynamic-typing-example))

#<dynamic-typing-example @ #x73668072>

wind(38): (the profile)

#<fitted-curve @ #x7367694a>

wind(39): (the (set-slot! :profile-type ’arc-curve))

nil

wind(40): (the profile)

#<arc-curve @ #x7368fa12>

wind(41):

One can see that the type of the profile is conditional. Initially, the instantiated profile is an fitted-curve.
Later, we set the type to be a cylinder, and the instance changes its datatype automatically and dynamically.

Furthermore, in this example as in all previous examples, it is not necessary to declare the datatypes of
each slot when writing the slot definition. The system performs type inference, deriving the datatype of the
slot based purely on its computed value.
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II.E. Automatic Memory Management

Since Genworks GDL is an extension of Common Lisp, the automatic memory management inherent in the
Common Lisp garbage collector works with GDL objects just as with standard Common Lisp objects.

III. Necessary Features for 21st Century KBE Development

The features above are the bare bones necessary for a system to meet the textbook definition of KBE. But
for a system to deliver dramatic results, to make it stand out in an otherwise CAD-dominated marketplace,
it needs further capabilities, e.g. code-generating Macroexpansion, Full-featured development environment,
Long-term viability and openness of platform, true code compiling, and tight connection with NURBS surface
and solids geometry kernel.

III.A. Code-generating Macroexpansion

For a complex KBE model, it is not practical to write all the code manually. Many modern systems try
to do away completely with code-writing — everything is point-and-click for building up a CAD and/or
KBE model. While this approach can have short-term benefits, because there is no core underlying language
representation it makes the longevity of the model extremely dubious. Since there is no clear human-
readable or editable representation, the information (not just geometry, but all the “knowledge” definitions)
are vulnerable to being lost across new versions of whatever tool created it.

This is where an easily manipulated S-expressione based language becomes key. It provides the best
of both worlds — users can retain the benefits of keeping all the model information in a plain text-based
format, and eliminate most of the inconvenience associated with “writing code.”

For example, when the code from II.C goes through the macroexpansion process (an automatic and
transparent part of the compiling process), the listing below shows a small sampling of what is actually
being generated automatically and “under the bonnet.” (Appendix D contains a more complete listing.)
Please do not try to read through the actual contents of the listing — it is given here only to convey a sense
for the volume and opacity of code which would have to be written manually in order to achieve the desired
KBE behavior. Note that this is only one level of expansion, and it is truncated (the ellipses (“...”) indicate
truncation of lists). The full code generated from just the first level of macroexpansion is over 500 lines long.

(defclass caching-example (base-object)

((gdl-acc::%version-tree% :accessor gdl-acc::%version-tree%

:initform nil)

...

(gdl-acc::fit-points-list :accessor gdl-acc::fit-points-list ...)

(gdl-acc::fit-tolerance :accessor gdl-acc::fit-tolerance ...))

(:metaclass gdl-class))

(let ((#:g2465 (find-class ’caching-example)))

(let ((#:g2454 (gdl::messages #:g2465))

(#:g2455

’(gdl-acc::data-directory gdl-acc::points-file ...)))

(dolist (gdl::key (set-difference #:g2454 #:g2455))

(let ((method

...))

...)))

nil)

...

(defmethod gdl-slots::fit-tolerance ((self caching-example)

&rest

eS-expressions are basically textual lists of symbols, numbers, and string literals, which can be nested arbitrarily deeply.
Because of their simple recursive form, they are especially convenient to parse and manipulate with computer programs. Here
is an excerpt from the Wikipedia entry on S-expression: “The term S-expression or sexp (S stands for symbolic) refers to a
convention for representing semi-structured data in human-readable textual form... the most common feature among these
languages is the use of S-expressions as parenthesized prefix notation... S-expressions are used for both code and data in Lisp.”
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#:g410)

(let ((gdl::*error-on-not-handled?* t))

(gdl::with-dependency-tracking (gdl-acc::fit-tolerance)

(let ((#:g411 (the :%parent%)))

...))))

...

(defmethod gdl-slots::profile ...

...)

(when (or (not (fboundp ’gdl-slots::profile))

(not (find-method (symbol-function ’gdl-slots::profile) nil

(list (find-class ’gdl::gdl-basis)) nil)))

(defmethod gdl-slots::profile ((#:g414 gdl::gdl-basis) &rest #:g410)

...))

...

(find-class ’caching-example)

Even with most modern dynamic languages, this kind of code expansion is simply not possible, because
those languages do not retain the simple, easily manipulated S-expression format of nested lists and symbols.

III.B. Full-featured Editing, Inspecting, and Debugging Environment

A common thread with successful KBE deployments in commercial use is that the developer invariably will
make “discoveries” along the way — that is, application requirements and specifications always evolve as
a result of the development process. “A [working] prototype ... makes a better spec than one written in
English.”6 A good KBE system will embrace this truth of software and model development, by providing
an extremely malleable and introspective working environment. A dynamic language foundation, such as
that provided by Common Lisp, gives many of the features required for such a malleable rapid prototyping
environment:

• Incremental compilation

• Dynamic (runtime) data typing mechanism

• Automatic memory management (garbage collection)

A modern KBE environment will add to these:

• Instance-level breaking and debugging (as opposed to procedural debugging)

• Graphical object inspector with wireframe and/or shaded geometry rendering (seen in figure 1(b))

• Full and Partial Update capability (allows rapid-cycle changes and updates without “restarting” a
model)

Furthermore, many of today’s text editors, even the venerable Gnu Emacs (figure 1(a)), are very much
integrated with the Common Lisp and modern KBE environments, providing symbol lookup, automatic
word completion, auto-indenting — effectively, all the features you come to expect from a state-of-the-art
IDE.

III.C. Long-term Viability of Application Code

KBE applications tend to demand extreme information longevity. They cannot depend on the fashionable
and transitory computers, operating systems, and user interfaces of the day. The knowledge must still
be accessible 20, 30, even 50 years from its creation. Part of the solution for this is to have a concise,
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(a) The editing environment with auto-indenting, colorizing,
auto-balancing of parentheses, plus myriad invisible features
to empower the developer

(b) Simple instance being viewed in the Genworks ta2 inspect-
ing/debugging environment

Figure 1. The Editing and Inspecting environments

standardized, and easily manipulated representation, or modeling language. Another part is to support an
“open platform” approach to deployment, which means that applications must run across a wide variety of
operating system types and networks.

Modern KBE environments address this first with an easily manipulated modeling language based on
the ageless elegance of Lisp S-expressions, or Symbolic Expressions. Some of the early KBE systems such
as ICAD were also based on S-expressions, and for this reason, models developed with them are easily
convertible to modern KBE environmentsf

The second criterion demands a standards-compliant means to deploy applications without depending
on a particular computer system’s desktop user interface environment.

The natural solution for this requirement in today’s world, and for the foreseeable future, is to allow
everything to run across the web. Genworks GDL, for example, accomplishes this with its:

• built-in dynamic webserver;

• convenient ability to accept input through Web forms;

• the newer AJAXg techniques;

• the native ability to generate web-friendly output formats such as:

– HTML for online text presentation;

– PDF for typset text and graphics;

– X3D for fully shaded and animated 3D rendered geometry.

III.D. True Compiled Code

Most “scripting” languages and CAD extension languages which purport to provide KBE-like functionality
are interpreted rather than compiled. Simply stated, this means that the computer must process all the high-
level model code at runtime, an overhead which can represent a significant amount of redundant compute
cycles.

fThe first commercial customer for Genworks GDL was a maker of massive water boilers for electric power plants. Using GDL,
they are able to continue existing legacy ICAD application code which dates back into the 1980s. Virtually the same codebase
continues to run today, but by using GDL instead of ICAD, they have the advantage of a modern web-based development
interface and timely, active technical support.

gAJAX, or Asynchronous Javascript and XML, is a web programming technique for making web pages behave more like
normal desktop applications, for example with partial page updating instead of refreshing the entire page with each mouseclick.
The fact that Genworks GDL can easily absorb new techniques such as AJAX is testament to its flexibility.
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For small models, this is acceptable and one does not notice the performance degradation. But for larger
enterprise and mission-critical applications, runtime performance becomes crucial.

Modern KBE environments which are embedded in a solid compiled foundation language such as Com-
mon Lisp automatically benefit from its 25+ years of compiler technology development. Moreover, all the
macroexpansion (see section III.A) in these systems is done once at compile time, and so does not affect the
runtime performance of the model.

III.E. Tight Connection to Geometry (including NURBS surface/solids)

With a connection from the rich KBE language environment to a robust surface and solids modeler, the
user has the best of both approaches to solving geometric reasoning problems. The solution to a typical
geometry-intensive engineering problem traditionally involves either a constructive approach or an analytical
approach.

For example, to find the left-turn angle for a wheel in a steering linkage, given a certain right-turn angle,
one can traditionally take two approaches:

• Draw the mechanism on paper or with a CAD system, and find the point of intersection between the
steering arm circle and tie rod sphere on the unknown side; or

• Use trigonometry or other math formulas to divine the result analytically.

With a KBE modeling language, however, it is possible to specify the linkage components, then simply
“ask” for the intersection point in question, without resorting to trigonometry or any other textbook mathe-
matics. The message-passing object system then directly returns the answer (assuming it is within the scope
of the defined model).

The same concepts extend to arbitrarily complex curves, surfaces, and solids — what is the center of
gravity of a partially-filled fuel tank? Where does a guardrail have to start in order to protect a curvy road?
What is the legroom between seats in a certain airliner configuration? These types of questions can all be
answered directly from the knowledge model, but without the need to produce manual drawings (for the
constructive approach) or grapple with higher math (the analytical approach).

IV. Fashionable Alternatives to KBE and their Shortfalls

IV.A. Augmented CAD Systems

Several of the major CAD companies now market products with the contention that they are offering a KBE
functionality “built-in” to their systems. The chief exponents of this trend are Catia R© with KnowledgeWare
and Unigraphics R© NX R© with KnowledgeFusion. As a first impression, this hybrid gambit may sound like a
promising idea, that is, to marry the engineering knowledge and power of KBE, with CAD systems, which
are already pervasive throughout industry. In short, on first glance it smacks of “this could be the best of
both worlds.”

However, on examination, and when judged against fundamental KBE principles, some major deficiencies
are demonstrated in these “augmented CAD systems”:

1. First, in order to access the “knowledge” component of these hybrid systems, the entire CAD system
must always be running, concurrently with the KBE augmentation. This duality of software results in
a significant amount of computer hardware overhead and cost, not seen in CAD alone or KBE alone.
The sum of the costs and overhead is greater than the parts.

2. These augmented CAD systems are not, by their very nature, inherently web-based frameworks. As
a consequence, the Development Systems are not typically web-friendly — instead they are geared
toward desktop development, with any pseudo web-based deployment accomplished by the addition of
still more modules from the vendor, further compounding the cost, complexity, and risk issues.

3. They generally are supported with a rather narrow choice of Computer and Operating System plat-
forms. Notable by its absence is Linux, an increasingly important player these days.

4. In general, they do not provide full generative modeling, including dynamic typing and consistent,
system-wide caching and dependency-tracking, all of which are key features of a true KBE system.
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5. The CAD augmentations at their core are not language-oriented systems. If there is an embedded
underlying representation language present, it is hidden from not only the end-user, but from the
developer as well. This results in the engineer being constrained to work with a finite number of
menu clicks. To add custom functionality – for example, to be able to access an outside database, the
engineer is required to leave his normal working environment, enter a different one, and back and forth.
This is time consuming and interrupts his concentration.

6. A critically important shortfall in all the ersatz KBE systems, often overlooked, or, more likely, not
understood, is that the Modeling language is “interpreted,” as contrasted to compiled. This funda-
mental difference results in a tremendous disparity in the speed of both the development phase and
the production runtime phase, compared to the speed of a true KBE system — a difference that can
approach several orders of magnitude. This remarkable difference in both development speed and
execution speed of course becomes crucial as KBE applications enter the enterprise, mission-critical
arena.

7. Lastly, in order to achieve the levels of customization needed for even a minimally complex imple-
mentation, these systems invariably require a link into the inner workings of the CAD system’s API,
or Application Programming Interface. With Catia, for example, this requires adding the expensive
CAA to the mix. Programming in the CAD API requires hard-core software development in yet an-
other completely different environment (typically C++-based). Ironically, this largely negates the very
purpose for having a high-level KBE tool for engineers in the first place.

Taken as a whole, these criteria help to clarify the distinct and complementary roles of true KBE on one
hand, and CAD on the other.

IV.B. Proprietary From-the-Ground-up KBE Languages

Some KBE toolsets are language-based, but they have developed their own proprietary language from the
ground up, not basing themselves on any standardized or open-source substrate.

From our perspective, a proprietary KBE product has a critical downside. This is stated not as academic
criticism, but as an economic reality that over time will often come home to roost for the purchaser. One
sees the following reasons why a proprietary core is problematical:

1. The language is not standards-based. It is a language to which only the vendor holds the key. Conse-
quently, if a user wants to implement something for which support has not been originally provided by
the proprietary vendor in its base package, then that user has to go back to the “Company Store” and
pay for an extension to the original purchase. It may raise its head with the purchaser down the road
from the purchase, when for example a company wants to modify the program to respond to a change
in the company’s needs. Because of the proprietary aspect of the code, there is a likelihood that there
will be additional expense at the Store in order to effect the modification as the only option available.
Not so with a fully standards-based and open-source-friendly KBE technology.

2. This proprietary nature of the code also is inconsistent with the user’s ability to bolt on other tools that
are open source or standards-based. In today’s marketplace this has become increasingly important,
to the point of being a must-have capability.

Over the long term, propietary solutions will fail to keep up with cutting edge developments inherent in
the field of engineering and design computing.

V. Example Application

The KBE application prototype presented in this section is being developed by the Design, Integration
and Operation of Aircraft and Rotorcraft group of the Technical University of Delft, The Netherlands.
This work is part of the activities program of UpWind,7 a European project funded under the EU’s Sixth
Framework Progamme (FP6).

The project looks towards the design of very large wind turbines (8-10MW), about 2-3 times larger than
current ones. The development of wind farms based on the use of such large generators present a number
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of unprecedented challenges: thorough understanding of the particular external design conditions (the size
of these wind turbines will be on the order of up to 130 meters of tower height and up to 150 meters
of rotor diameter), the design and manufacturing of structures with extreme strength-to-mass ratios, and
the development of advanced control and load alleviation systems to reduce the overall turbine mass to an
acceptable level.

Figure 2. Simplified scheme of the Design and Engineering Engine (DEE). The Multi-Model Generator is the KBE
application at the heart of the DEE. It receives input data from the Initiator and delivers customized output files
(reports) used as inputs for a heterogeneous set of analysis tools.

Breakthrough advances in the design approach of the wing turbines might be required to meet these
challenges. The UpWind project focuses on the development of multidisciplinary design tools to address the
complete range of turbine components. Aerodynamics, aero-elastics, and structural and material design are
just some of the disciplines involved.

In order to tackle the challenges of a multidisciplinary, distributed design problem (the components of
the DEE are distributed over different physical locations), a special software system, called Design and
Engineering Engine (DEE), is being developed.

The DEE is an advanced design environment, where the design process of a wind turbine (and complex
products in general) can be supported and accelerated through the automation of non-creative and repetitive
design activities. The DEE consists of an aggregation of design, modeling and analysis software tools (both
commercial off-the-shelf and in-house developed by the various UpWind partners) properly interconnected
by means of a software communication framework.

The potential of such technological approach to design has been recently demonstrated within the MOB
European project,8 where a kind of DEE was developed to support multidisciplinary and distributed design
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Figure 3. HLPs defining different wind turbine configurations. The parametric definition of each HLP allows the
generation of many configurations’ variants.

of a novel aircraft configuration.
Figure 2 shows a simplified representation of the UpWind DEE modular structure. The core element

of the DEE is the Multi Model Generator tool, which is the KBE application described in this paper. In
this case, KBE technology has been exploited to capture within the MMG the design knowledge required
to support the development of large wind turbines. The MMG consists of a kind of advanced parametric
modeler able to generate different configurations and configuration variants of a complete wind turbine. It
receives sets of parameters values from the DEE initiator (via a so called MMG input file), generates the
corresponding wing turbine model, and delivers a set of dedicated outputs to feed as inputs to the various
analysis tools operated by the UpWind partners.

The MMG has been developed as a set of functional building blocks, called High Level Primitives (HLPs),
which can be assembled and combined in different ways to generate the required wind turbine model (see
Figure 3). The HLPs are basically sets of parameter-driven definitions which can be used to instantiate
objects that represent (part of) the product under consideration. They can also be used to apply engineering
processes to manipulate the generated product.9 In order to achieve the required level of flexibility in
developing and evolving these HLPs, KBE was the obvious approach for implementing the HLPs concept.

The MMG operator can modify the various HLP parameters, making use of the KBE system’s graphical
interface, as shown in the screen shots in Figure 4. Besides this interactive approach, the MMG can be
driven just by means of its input file. This file can actually be accessed and modified by any editing program,
hence the generative capabilities of the MMG can also be exploited in automatic, hands-off, analysis and
optimization loops. See in Figure 5 a part of the UpWind-MMG input file. The MMG is also connected to a
number of external libraries (e.g. airfoils and bearings libraries), whose contents are automatically retrieved
when required for a specific instantiation of a wind turbine model.

Besides the generation of diverse wind turbine models, the other pivotal function of the MMG is the
automatic generation of dedicated input files for the diverse DEE analysis tools. These input files somehow
represent the different views that the different discipline experts have on the same wing turbine product.
At the moment the MMG is used to generate the data set required to run aeroelastic analysis tools. Both
geometric and non-geometric data such as airfoils curves, chords distribution, twist angles distribution,
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Figure 4. KBE Graphical Development Interface (from the GDL system), showing the structure tree, Settable Slots
section for modifying certain slots in this instance, and the graphical rendering of some of the geometric objects.

(:airfoil (Cylinder Cylinder Cylinder DU-00-W-401 DU-00-W-350 DU-00-W-350 DU-97-W-300 ...)

:chord (3.5416 3.854 4.1666 4.5573 4.6519 4.4584 4.2492 ...)

:twist-deg (13.3082 13.3082 13.3082 13.3082 11.4798 10.1625 9.0113 ...)

:rotor-radius (2.8667 5.6 8.3333 11.75 15.85 19.95 24.05 ...)

:pitch-axis (0.5 0.5 0.43 0.378 0.375 0.375 0.375 ...)

:thickness (100 90 70 100 100 100 100 ...))

Figure 5. Basic Input Lists for the Airfoil Profiles
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sections center of gravity and moments of inertia are automatically computed by the MMG and compiled in
the appropriate formats (e.g., ASCII, IGES and VRML) required by the aeroelastic analysis tools.

The user can specify via the MMG input file, or directly via the MMG graphical interface, the specific
reports to be generated. The demand-driven features of the KBE application (discussed in II.C) will make
sure that the MMG is executing only the computation strictly required to provide the needed output file. E.g.
when a user is interested solely in the generation of the wind turbine wet surface sub-model, no computation
will be performed concerning the blade structure. In this case, the MMG user will not even be required to
provide the input related to the structure for the MMG.

The future development of the MMG will be aimed at supporting studies of innovative rotor configurations
for load alleviations. These will include the implementation of moveable elements for the leading and trailing
edges (similar to aircraft flaps and slats), controlled by mechanical and/or piezoelectric actuators. The
challenge of exploring in a relatively short time a large amount of so many different configurations and
configuration variants, will make of the generative capabilities of the KBE modeling system an indispensable
ingredient to the project success.

VI. Conclusion

This paper has presented the salient features of KBE systems, along with some history and a comparative
commentary on the current offering of toolsets in the marketplace. Although there is not yet an official
vendor-neutral “KBE Language” standard or specification, many common characteristics have emerged
from practical usage which has resulted in a certain level of defacto standardization (even at the language
syntax and semantics level) in accord with the paradigms discussed in this paper.

These common threads include: functional, declarative, fully object-oriented language, very likely em-
bedded in Lisp (i.e. S-Expressions); caching, dependency-tracking, and dynamic typing; true compiler at the
core; heavy use of automatic code-writing through macroexpansion; platform portability; and tight linkage
with a geometry kernel library.

The experience of the past few decades has demonstrated that these fundamental features are what
make KBE systems applicable for their ultimate intended purpose: to reduce the time and cost of product
development.

A. Abbreviations and Nomenclature

AI Artificial Intelligence

ANSI American National Standards Institute

ICAD An early KBE system, now owned by Dassault Systems and no longer sold. (According to the
vendor, ICAD is not an acronym.)

ISV Independent Software Vendor

CAD Computer-aided Design (or Drafting)

CAE Computer-aided Engineering (this typically refers to numerical methods such as FEA and CFD)

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics, a numerical technique for fluid flow analysis

CL Common Lisp

CLOS Common Lisp

Declarative Specifically, “Declarative Programming,” as opposed to “Procedural Programming,” is a
technique of describing what the results should be, rather than how to create them.

FEA Finite-element Analysis, a numerical technique for component stress analysis

GDL General-purpose Declarative Language
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Generative Specifically, “Generative Modeling” of 3D shapes, refers to a technique of capturing the op-
erations necessary to generate a desired end result, rather than capturing the end result itself. With
Declarative generative modeling, the operations are represented implicitly in a high-level descriptive
form, removing the need for order-dependent procedural coding.

HTML Hypertex Markup Language

IDE Integrated Development Environment

KB Knowledge Base

KBE Knowledge-based Engineering

NURBS Non-uniform Rational B-Splines, a mathematical standard for representing curves, surfaces, and
bounded solid regions

PDF Portable Document Format

SMLib Solid Modeling Library from SMS

SMS Solid Modeling Solutions

VRML Virtual Reality Modeling Language, the original standard format for 3D models, or “worlds,”
transmitted over the Web.

X3D XML for 3D models, or “worlds,” transmitted over the Web. The successor to VRML.

B. KBE Macros to Define Classes and Objects Hierarchies

The following is directly derived from Section 1.6 of Gianfranco LaRocca’s Draft PhD Thesis10 at Tech-
nical University of Delft. Gianfranco used ICAD as the representative example; the version here is modified
slightly to use Genworks GDL.

The most outstanding example of a macro provided by various KBE systems (though in different forms) is
the one used for defining classes and hierarchies of objects. Mastering the use of such a macro is fundamental
for developing any KBE application. As a representative case, the GDL-specific macro define-object is
discussed here, as GDL is the most familiar KBE system to the author. In fact, ICAD, Knowledge Fusion
(KF), and others provide their own version of a similar construct, though different names and slightly
different syntax are used. As matter of fact, it was possible to construct a simple mapping table among
ICAD, GDL, and KF constructs, which covers a sampling of common usage and will allow the interested
reader to understand the structure of ICAD defpart and KF defclass, on the basis of the GDL define-object
(see the original LaRocca paper for this table).

Author’s note: Automatic conversion/translation among KBE language formats is also quite possible.
For example, GDL has a simple open-source module available to convert legacy ICAD models into GDL
“on-the-fly” and compile them into usable definitions, transparently to the user.

The define-object macro (or the non-GDL equivalent) is the basic means to apply the object-oriented
paradigm in KBE applications. It allows defining classes, superclasses, objects and relationships of inheri-
tance, aggregation and association, as discussed [elsewhere in the LaRocca dissertation]. The define-object
macro is basically structured as follows:

B.A. The Main Sections of an Object Definition

Name of the class: this is a user-chosen symbol which names the object definition.

Mixin-list: this is a list of superclasses or other classes from which the class here specified will inherit
all the characteristics (attributes and components). The classes specified here can either be formal
superclasses (of which the class specified in the define-object is an actual specialization), or just other
classes with which this class is to share attributes and parts (see next items).

Input-slots: this is a list of parameters to be assigned in order to generate an instantiation of the given
class. This set of parameters represents the so-called “class protocol.” Default values can be specified
outside the protocol.
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Computed-slots: This is a list of lists; each internal list contains a slot name, a value or expression, and
optionally one or more modifier keywords. The value or return-value of the expression becomes the
slot’s value after it is computed on-demand. These expressions can either be production rules or any
other mathematical, logic or engineering rule.

Objects: this is the list of objects which may be contained in an instance of the define-object. They are
also called “children” of the define-object instance. For each object, the following must be specified:

• the object name

• the name of the relative class to be instantiated (by using the keyword :type)

• values for the input-slots required for the instantiation. This parameter list must sufficiently
match the protocol of the class to be instantiated (i.e. at least its required input-slots).

Functions: these are similar to computed-slots, but, like functions in raw Lisp, they can accept argu-
ments, and their computed return-values are not cached as is done by default with computed-slots.

B.B. Messages, The Referencing, and Reference Chaining

Input-slots, computed-slots, objects, and functions are all considered messages of the object, and all return
a deterministic value when computed. To compute these expressions it is possible to use and combine values
of other messages, either messages defined locally in the object definition, or ones inherited by the classes
specified in the mixin-list. This is done with the referencing, e.g. the length will return the value of the
length message, however it is defined in an object.

With reference chaining, it is possible to use slots of the child object or other descendant or ancestor
objects in the instantiated object tree defined in the given define-object form.

C. Example Application Code from UpWind MMG

The following code is a sample from the portion of the UpWind MMG which generates a set of airfoil
profiles along with an airfoil surface, based on a given set of input data.

(a) original profiles, Top view, before
transformation

(b) profiles, Top view, after transforma-
tion

(c) profiles, custom view, after transfor-
mation

Figure 6. Generated Airfoil Profiles, before and after Transformation

The images in Figure 6 display the profile curves, starting with the plain profiles (the profiles in the
code), followed by two views of the transformed profiles (the transformed-profiles in the code). In this
example instance, the single transformed-profiles code specification results in 131 distinct transformed
profiles being generated. The airfoil surface is then defined as a loft (or “skinned”) surface across these
profiles.

Note also that in the profile-curve definition, the resulting curve will automatically be of type composed-curve
(which automatically closes the curve with a straight segment), if the system detects that the input data
represents an open curve.
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(in-package :wind)

(define-object assembly (base-object)

:input-slots

((fit-tolerance .0001 :settable)

(degree 3 :settable)

(chord-data (getf (the input-data-list) :chord) :settable)

(twist-data (getf (the input-data-list) :twist) :settable))

:computed-slots

((data-directory *data-pathname*)

(input-data-file (make-pathname :directory (pathname-directory (the data-directory))

:name "inputs" :type "dat"))

(input-data-list (with-open-file (in (the input-data-file)) (read in)))

(airfoil-data (getf (the input-data-list) :airfoil))

(rotor-radius-data (getf (the input-data-list) :rotor-radius))

(pitch-axis-data (getf (the input-data-list) :pitch-axis))

(thickness-data (getf (the input-data-list) :thickness)))

:objects

((transformed-profiles :type ’transormed-curve

:sequence (:size (the profiles number-of-elements))

:display-controls (list :color :green)

:curve-in (the (profiles (the-child index)))

:to-location (translate (the center)

:up (nth (the-child index) (the rotor-radius-data))

:left (* (nth (the-child index) (the pitch-axis-data))

(nth (the-child index) (the chord-data))))

:to-orientation (alignment :rear (rotate-vector-d (the (face-normal-vector :rear))

(nth (the-child index) (the twist-data))

(the (face-normal-vector :top))))

:scale-x (nth (the-child index) (the chord-data))

:scale-y (* (nth (the-child index) (the chord-data))

(/ (nth (the-child index) (the thickness-data)) 100)))

(loft :type ’lofted-surface

:degree (the degree)

:curves (list-elements (the transformed-profiles))))

:hidden-objects

((profiles :type ’profile-curve

:sequence (:size (length (the airfoil-data)))

:interpolant? (or (null (the fit-tolerance))

(zerop (the fit-tolerance)))

:points (read-points (the-child points-data-file))

:tolerance (the fit-tolerance)

:points-data-file (make-pathname :directory (pathname-directory *data-pathname*)

:name (nth (the-child index) (the airfoil-data))

:type "dat"))))

(define-object profile-curve (curve)

:computed-slots ((built-from (if (the fitted closed?) (the fitted) (the composed))))

:hidden-objects ((fitted :type ’fitted-curve

:pass-down (points tolerance interpolant?))

(composed :type ’composed-curve

:distance-to-create-line 0.1

:coincident-point-tolerance 0.0001

:curves (list (the fitted)))))
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D. Macroexpanded Code Example

This is a more complete listing of macroexpanded code from the example in II.C. It is given here only
to convey a sense for the volume and opacity of code which would have to be written manually in order to
achieve the desired KBE behavior — it is not intended that the reader of this paper try to understand this
code.

(defclass caching-example (base-object)

((gdl-acc::%version-tree% :accessor gdl-acc::%version-tree%

:initform nil)

...

(gdl-acc::fit-points-list :accessor gdl-acc::fit-points-list ...)

(gdl-acc::fit-tolerance :accessor gdl-acc::fit-tolerance ...))

(:metaclass gdl-class))

(let ((#:g2465 (find-class ’caching-example)))

(let ((#:g2454 (gdl::messages #:g2465))

(#:g2455

’(gdl-acc::data-directory gdl-acc::points-file ...)))

(dolist (gdl::key (set-difference #:g2454 #:g2455))

(let ((method

...))

...)))

nil)

(when (gdl::message-documentation (find-class ’caching-example))

(clrhash (gdl::message-documentation (find-class ’caching-example))))

(when (gdl::message-source (find-class ’caching-example))

(clrhash (gdl::message-source (find-class ’caching-example))))

(defmethod gdl-slots::data-directory ((self caching-example)

&rest

#:g410)

...)

(when *load-source-code-database?*

...)

(eval-when (compile load eval) (gdl::begin-redefinitions-ok))

(defmethod gdl-inputs::points-file ((#:g411 gdl::gdl-basis)

#:g412

(#:g414 gdl::gdl-basis))

...)

(when (and nil

(or (not (fboundp ’gdl-trickle-downs::points-file))

(not (find-method (symbol-function

’gdl-trickle-downs::points-file)

nil (list (find-class ’gdl::gdl-basis))

nil))))

(defmethod gdl-trickle-downs::points-file ((#:g414 gdl::gdl-basis)

&rest

#:g410)

...))

(eval-when (compile load eval) (gdl::end-redefinitions-ok))

(defmethod gdl-slots::points-file ((self caching-example) &rest #:g410)
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(let ((gdl::*error-on-not-handled?* t))

(gdl::with-dependency-tracking (gdl-acc::points-file)

(let ((#:g411 (the :%parent%)))

...))))

(when *load-source-code-database?*

(let ((gdl::ht

...))

(setf (gethash (make-keyword ’gdl-acc::fit-points-list) gdl::ht)

...)))

(eval-when (compile load eval) (gdl::begin-redefinitions-ok))

(defmethod gdl-inputs::fit-points-list ((#:g411 gdl::gdl-basis)

#:g412

(#:g414 gdl::gdl-basis))

...)

(defmethod gdl-slots::fit-points-list ((self caching-example)

&rest

#:g410)

(let ((gdl::*error-on-not-handled?* t))

(gdl::with-dependency-tracking (gdl-acc::fit-points-list)

...)))

(when *load-source-code-database?*

...)

(defmethod gdl-inputs::fit-tolerance ((#:g411 gdl::gdl-basis)

#:g412

(#:g414 gdl::gdl-basis))

(let ((#:g413

(getf (the-object #:g414 gdl::%parameters%) :fit-tolerance

’gdl-rule:%not-handled%)))

...))

(defmethod gdl-slots::fit-tolerance ((self caching-example)

&rest

#:g410)

(let ((gdl::*error-on-not-handled?* t))

(gdl::with-dependency-tracking (gdl-acc::fit-tolerance)

(let ((#:g411 (the :%parent%)))

...))))

(dolist (#:g2466

(set-difference

(getf (gdl::child-inputs (find-class ’caching-example))

’gdl-acc::profile)

’(:%parameters% :type :points :interpolant? :tolerance)))

(let ((method

(find-method (symbol-function (intern

(symbol-name #:g2466)

:gdl-inputs))

...

...)))

(when method

(remove-method (symbol-function (intern

(symbol-name #:g2466)

:gdl-inputs))

method)

(format t
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"~%Removing object input ~a for object ~a of object definition ~s~%"

#:g2466 ’gdl-acc::profile ’caching-example))))

(setf (getf (gdl::child-inputs (find-class ’caching-example))

’gdl-acc::profile)

(set-difference

...))

(defmethod gdl-inputs::%parameters% ((self caching-example)

(#:g412 (eql ’gdl-acc::profile))

(gdl::child t))

(let ((gdl::*error-on-not-handled?* t)) nil))

(eval-when (compile load eval) (gdl::begin-redefinitions-ok))

(defgeneric gdl-slots::%parameters% (self &rest #:g410))

(eval-when (compile load eval) (gdl::end-redefinitions-ok))

(when (or (not (fboundp ’gdl-slots::%parameters%))

(not (find-method (symbol-function ’gdl-slots::%parameters%)

nil (list (find-class ’gdl::gdl-basis))

nil)))

...))

(defmethod gdl-inputs::points ((self caching-example)

(#:g412 (eql ’gdl-acc::profile))

(gdl::child t))

(let ((gdl::*error-on-not-handled?* t)) (the fit-points-list)))

(defgeneric gdl-slots::points (self &rest #:g410))

(when (or (not (fboundp ’gdl-slots::points))

(not (find-method (symbol-function ’gdl-slots::points) nil

(list (find-class ’gdl::gdl-basis)) nil)))

(defmethod gdl-slots::points ((#:g414 gdl::gdl-basis) &rest #:g410)

...))

(defmethod gdl-inputs::interpolant? ((self caching-example)

(#:g412 (eql ’gdl-acc::profile))

(gdl::child t))

(let ((gdl::*error-on-not-handled?* t)) nil))

(defgeneric gdl-slots::interpolant? (self &rest #:g410))

(eval-when (compile load eval) (gdl::end-redefinitions-ok))

(when (or (not (fboundp ’gdl-slots::interpolant?))

(not (find-method (symbol-function ’gdl-slots::interpolant?)

nil (list (find-class ’gdl::gdl-basis))

nil)))

(defmethod gdl-slots::interpolant? ((#:g414 gdl::gdl-basis)

&rest

#:g410)

...))

(defmethod gdl-inputs::tolerance ...)

(eval-when (compile load eval) ...)

(defgeneric gdl-slots::tolerance ...)

(when (or (not (fboundp ’gdl-slots::tolerance))

(not (find-method (symbol-function ’gdl-slots::tolerance) nil

(list (find-class ’gdl::gdl-basis)) nil)))

(defmethod gdl-slots::tolerance ((#:g414 gdl::gdl-basis) &rest #:g410)
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...))

(when *load-source-code-database?*

(let ((gdl::ht

(or (gdl::message-source (find-class ’caching-example))

(setf (gdl::message-source (find-class ’caching-example))

(make-hash-table)))))

...))

(defmethod gdl-slots::profile ...

...)

(when (or (not (fboundp ’gdl-slots::profile))

(not (find-method (symbol-function ’gdl-slots::profile) nil

(list (find-class ’gdl::gdl-basis)) nil)))

(defmethod gdl-slots::profile ((#:g414 gdl::gdl-basis) &rest #:g410)

...))

(defmethod gdl-inputs::profile ((#:g411 gdl::gdl-basis) #:g412

(#:g414 gdl::gdl-basis))

(let ((#:g413

...))

...))

(defmethod gdl-inputs::profile ((#:g411 gdl::gdl-basis) #:g412

(#:g414 gdl::gdl-basis))

(declare (ignore #:g412))

(let ((#:g413

(getf (the-object #:g414 gdl::%parameters%) :profile

’gdl-rule:%not-handled%)))

...))

(defmethod gdl-trickle-downs::profile ((#:g414 gdl::gdl-basis)

&rest

#:g410)

(let (gdl::*error-on-not-handled?*

(#:g411 (the-object #:g414 gdl::parent)))

...))

(defmethod gdl-slots::profile ((#:g414 gdl::gdl-basis) &rest #:g410)

(let ((#:g411 (the-object #:g414 gdl::parent)))

....))

(defmethod gdl-rule::%message-source% ((#:g414 caching-example))

(let* ((method

...)

(class ...))

...))

(defmethod gdl-rule::%message-remarks% ((#:g414 caching-example)

...)

(let* ((method

...)

(class (first (aclmop:method-specializers method))))

(append ...)))

(defmethod gdl-rule::%message-list% ((#:g414 caching-example))

(append (gdl::message-list #:g414 :all #:g2461 #:g2464)

...))

(find-class ’caching-example)
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